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A Quantitative Method for the Determination
of Hardness in Wheat.
By H. F. ROBERTS.

SUMMARY.

1. The present bulletin gives an account of an apparatus
designed to determine quantitatively, in terms of the mean
crushing-point of the kernel, different degrees of hardness in
wheat; this factor, or rather combination of factors, being considered indicative of superior milling quality in wheat of the
Triticum vulgare types.
2. The ulterior purpose of this investigation is to establish
a laboratory method for determining the relative hardness of
pure strains of wheat; and finally to ascertain the degree of
correlation existing between the hardness of the kernel and
the chemical and physical characters of the gluten.
3. The present investigation involves the determination of
the necessary number of kernels of wheat which must be used
in order to arrive at a sufficiently correct average mean crushing-point for any given pure strain or variety.
4. It has been ascertained by a thorough investigation of
two pure strains of wheat, the one hard, the other soft, that
a correct average or mean crushing-point, accurately expressing in grams the degree of hardness of the particular races
under investigation, was reached by taking the mean of the
crushing-points of 350 kernels. Manifestly, quantitative estimates of hardness in any given pure strain of wheat will vary
somewhat with the season and the locality.
5. The perfect concordance of the results of the experiments with the two strains of wheat chosen, Nos. 1115 and
1112, which have mean crushing-points of 6817 grams and
11,802 grams, respectively, for a total of 2700 kernels each,
indicates that the facts disclosed by the investigations are
probably general.
METHODS OF DETERMINATION.

To practical men of long experience in buying wheat of
milling grades in the market, the present rough system of
grading wheat is no doubt easy of exact application to particular cases.
(371)
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In our work in wheat breeding, however, a t the Kansas
State Agricultural College and Experiment Station, it became necessary for scientific purposes to develop an exact and
quantitative method for determining degrees of hardness in
the wheat grain. I t was found that no existing type of apparatus would in any way answer the purpose, and that it was
therefore necessary t o devise and construct one especially intended for this work. After some preliminary experiments,
a n instrument was designed with the aid of Mr. Wm. Gaertner,
of Chicago, t o whose ingenious and skillful assistance we are
much indebted. This grain crusher, as illustrated in plate I,
has been in constant use in our wheat investigations f o r the
past two years, and has proved entirely successful and satisfactory in its operations. The new model of the machine,
which embodies some needed improvements, is now to be had
of Wm. Gaertner & Co.
The principle upon which the instrument depends for its
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construction is that of a lever in which the forces are located
on the same side of the fulcrum. A table T supports a lever
arm L, balanced on a knife-edge at e by a counter weight, w,
which is adjustable along an arm, a. A carrier C which is
removable runs on the top of the lever arm as a track upon
four flanged wheels. A sliding rack arm r, running in a sleeve
s, and actuated by a pinion set in motion by the revolution of
the dial D, forms a connection beneath with the carrier C.
The revolution of the dial D by the hand slides the carrier thus
out along the track of the lever arm L, which bears a scale
graduated to tenths and hundredths. At the end of the lever
arm is a hanger H, which rests upon it with a knife-edge bearing surface. At the base of this hanger is a plate with an upright pin, on which perforated weights are strung. At R,
fastened t o the under side of the hanger end of the lever arm,
is a ram or hammer which crushes the grains in succession,
the latter lying in the pans P of the turntable or capstan T t ,
which is revolved on a notched gear by means of spokes underneath the turntable (in the first model above i t ) .
The weights are of brass, calibrated by the United States
Bureau of Standards, and are in 1, 2, and 5 kilogram pieces.
The grains t o be tested are first dried for seven days (in our
our practice), a t the boiling point of water, in the usual weighing bottles employed in analytical work, and which are then
kept in a desiccator while the work is in progress. The grains
are laid one at a time on the pans of the turntable, care being
taken to place each grain in the same position (with the groove
or crease down). Weights (preferably to nine kilograms for
hard wheats) are mounted on the carrier C, which itself, detached, weighs a kilogram. The lever arm L, which is balanced before being weighted, is prevented from descending
with the pull of the weighted hanger by means of a short lever
a t B , which operates on an eccentric brake. In operation the
brake is slowly released after the machine has been weighted
and the grain to be crushed has been brought into position.
The ram R is thus carefully and gently brought to rest upon
the upper surface of the kernel. The weighted carrier, which
is a t 0 on the lever arm scale, is now slowly moved out along
its track by means of the rack-and-pinion gear mentioned, set
in motion by revolving the disc D. By this means a constantly
augmenting increment of weight is brought to bear upon the
kernel, which finally gives way suddenly when the strain be-
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comes too great. The crushing-point thus ascertained is the
sum of the weight on the hanger arm, which, as it is brought
to bear immediately over the kernel, is read directly, plus the
fraction in l0ths and l00ths of the carrier weight, as read off
on the lever arm scale. Thus, if the carrier weight (as we use
it) amounts, with the carrier itself included, to 10 kilograms,
and the grain when crushed finds the carrier pointer P a t 7.2
on the lever arm, the pressure or weight which the ram R
exerts on the kernel due to the influence of the carrier weight
is .072 of 10 kilograms at that point, or 7.12 kilograms. By
loading to 10 kilograms therefore the carrier weight can be
read directly on the lever scale. With an odd number, such
as 5 or 7 kilograms weight, the process in the case given of
determining
would be tedious and time consuming. We
therefore in our work with wheat, for which a combined carrier and hanger load of 15 kilograms is usually sufficient, load
the carrier constantly to 10 kilograms, and increase the weight
further if necessary before moving the carrier out. The dial
D is graduated also to l0ths and l00ths of its circumference,
in such manner that 10 spaces on the dial in revolution move
the carrier pointer over one space on the lever arm scale. The
dial thus reads in its smallest subdivisions to grams, in terms
of the increasing pressure of the carrier weight due to its revolution.
The machine above described and figured is now in its second
model, and has been thoroughly tested in our work of grading
pure-bred wheats on a scale of hardness. I n general, we find
that “soft” wheats crush under a pressure of 6000 grams o r
less (13 pounds), “semi-hard” wheats a t about 9000 grams
(20 pounds), and “hard” wheats at 12,000 grams and over
(26 pounds and over).
It immediately became a question, after a series of preliminary tests, as to how many kernels it might be necessary to
crush in order to arrive at an approximately correct average estimate of the hardness of the race of wheat under experiment. To thls end two pure strains were selected-one,
No. 1115, a soft wheat, and another, No. 1112, a hard strain.
From each of these races 2700 kernels were taken a t random, and, after having been dried for seven days a t the boiling point of water, were crushed in succession; the crushingpoint in grams for each kernel being recorded separately.
With the data thus obtained a series of groups was formed by
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taking seriatim, and consequently without selection, the data
of the crushing-points as variates, thrown into nine successive
groups, containing in each, respectively, 100, 150, 200, 250,
and so on up t o 500 variates. In this manner no single variate was used twice, and the means, standard deviations and
errors of the means were calculated f o r each of the nine
groups in the case of each of the two strains under experiment.
From the above data it was anticipated that a plotting of
the errors of the mean crushing-points f o r successively increasing groups of variates might throw light on the minimum
number of variates necessary t o be crushed in order t o arrive
a t a sufficiently correct mean crushing-point for any race of
wheat.
In the case of No. 1115, for which the calculations were first
made, the deviations from the mean were first taken as originally determined in grams. In the case of so many groups
with such a large number of variates in most of them, and
with all of the data expressed in thousands of grams, the reduction of the data became excessively tedious. However, the
standard deviations and errors of the mean were calculated
f o r the entire nine groups of No. 1115, using the data of the
crushing-points exactly as found in grams. For comparison,
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however, a second calculation was made, reducing the crushing-points from grams t o kilos and tenths of kilos, which was
found to materially diminish the labor without impairing the
value of the results. This method was therefore followed in
the case of No. 1112, in which the data were reduced t o kilos
and tenths f o r purposes of computation.
It then became a question as to how many kernels it would
be necessary t o crush in order t o arrive a t the best expression
of the mean crushing-point of a given pure strain, and thereby
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of its hardness f o r grading purposes. By taking the means
of increasingly large groups of variates as described above,
and by calculating the error of the mean f o r each group, it was
anticipated that the decrease in the error of the mean, with
the increasing numbers of the variates used, would be the best
possible criterion for the least number of variates necessary
t o be used in determining the mean crushing-point of the race.
Taking the two pure strains-No. 1115, a soft wheat, and
No. 1112, a hard or semi-hard wheat-2700 kernels were
crushed in the manner previously described. Plotting the
mean crushing-points, we have the following curves. Plate II
shows the mean crushing-points of No. 1115 plotted in grams,
as the data were originally obtained. Plate III shows the
same data arranged and plotted in kilos. Plate IV shows the
mean crushing-points for No. 1112, which, although originally
determined in grams, were plotted in kilos.
The following table gives the means of the nine groups of
both 1115 and 1112, as actually determined in grams, and also
as reduced to kilos, for purposes of comparison.

No. 1115 is a derivative of a selection made in 1906 of a
single head from a plot of our No. 611, called “Turkey,” and
received originally from the United States Department of
Agriculture (U. S. Dept. No. 1676). It is a bearded wheat
with white glumes, of the general “Turkey” type. No. 1112
is a derivative of a selection also made in 1906 of a single head
from a plot of our No. 609, also called “Turkey,” and also received originally from the United States Department of Agriculture (U. S. Dept. No. 1658). It is a wheat of the bearded
type, with red glumes.
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It will be noted from plate II that the mean crushing-point
regularly falls from 7000 t o 6500 grams in the progression
from the group containing 100 to that containing 450 variates.
However, the group 500 shows an astonishing rise t o a mean
of 6764 grams. This deflection from the straight line curve
t o which the remaining moments readily plot will be discussed
later.
Plate III, in which the same data exhibited in plate II are
plotted in kilos and round tenths, instead of in grams, reduces
the irregularities in the central portion of the curve

In plate IV the ordinates, for convenience in plotting, are
on a scale of 1 : 0.5 kilos, while in plates II and III the ordinates are plotted t o a scale of 1:0.1 kilos. Plotted to the same
scale as plates II and II, the irregularities in the curve of
No. 1112 as compared with No. 1115 would have been very
much more pronounced. It will suffice here to call attention
t o the same marked rise in the mean crushing-point of the 500
group of No. 1112 (in comparison with the 450 group) as was
seen in No. 1115. Plotting the errors of the mean crushingpoints exhibited in table II, we have for No. 1115 the curve as
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plotted in plate V, in which the abscissæ denote the groups,
with the numbers of the variates in each, and the ordinates
denote the errors of the mean crushing-point in grams. I n
this curve the heavy unbroken line joins the moments of the
curve as determined from the experimental data, and as shown
in table I under No. 1115, in the column entitled “Errors of
the mean crushing-point (grams).” The broken line approximating a hyperbolic curve forms the probable best expression
of the relation of the data in question, and plotted to the equation y =
The dotted line continues the theoretical
curve beyond the last experimental datum to a datum with
1000 variates.
Likewise in plate VI is shown a plotting of the errors of the
mean of wheat No. 1112, for a similar series of nine groups,
having the same numbers of variates in each, as in the case of
No. 1115. Here the approximate hyperbolic curve plots t o the
equation
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For those who may be interested in noting the derivation of
the equation in the two cases, the mathematical data are given,
as follows :
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Plotting these, we have the lower graph shown on plate IX,
with the graph for the mean crushing-points of the nine successively increasing groups plotted on the same scale above
f o r comparison. The lower curve shows the individual variation in the groups of 100 each, and it is t o be seen that whereas
the eleven successive hundreds, from the tenth t o the twentieth, inclusive, all had means beween 6400 and 6800 grams,
the last five successive hundreds, from the twenty-second t o
the twenty-seventh, inclusive, had means lying between 6600
and 7000. The upper curve thus having its components analyzed in the lower one, renders it possible t o see exhibited
there the details of the sudden rise in the mean crushingpoint of the last group previously referred to, in the upper
curve of plate IX. The abrupt rise of this 500 group, as contrasted with its immediately preceding one containing 450
variates, is especially striking. No way has been found t o
account for this sudden upward displacement of the mean
crushing-points in the last five groups of 100 variates each,
unless on the theory that the prolonged delay of the kernels of
the last series in the desiccator while awaiting crushing would
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tend t o increase the relative hardness of this particular lot.
However, the sudden increase in mean crushing-point in this
series, as shown in the upper graph of plate IX, and more
strikingly on the larger scale of plate II, does not affect the
general condition of the curve, and it may therefore, as the one
erratic moment, be neglected.
Finally, the investigation has in mind as its main ultimate
objects :
First. The discovery of the correlation of hardness, as determined in terms of the mean crushing-point, with certain
chemical factors of economic importance, t o be discussed in a
succeeding bulletin.
Second. It is desired t o assist in laying the foundation for a
standard system of grading wheat on the basis of economic
values t o be determined quantitatively, That there is a definite relation between hardness in wheat and these economic
factors is generally admitted.
The present machine used in determining the crushing-point
of wheat, while perfectly accurate, needs t o be modified in such
a way as t o increase the speed of its operation, and a number
of changes are being considered t o this end. Any scientific
method of wheat grading must admit of great rapidity of operation, in order to be of practical commercial value.

